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Discovering Brick Lane - Cahier de textes

Discovering Brick Lane. Look at this document. What sort of document is it? This document is a photo. What does it show? It is the photo of a street. Can you ... 
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Discovering Brick Lane Look at this document



What sort of document is it? This document is a photo. What does it show? It is the photo of a street. Can you describe the photo? The street is crowded, lively. There are a lot of people. Many of them look Indian : they are dark haired and dark skinned. In the foreground, I can see a family. The man on the right is tall. He’s wearing grey trousers and a belt, a white shirt and a grey cap. He’s carrying a young boy in his left arm. This boy is certainly his son. The man is holding (in his right hand) a little girl’s hand. She must be his daughter. She’s giving something to the little boy. We can’t see what it is. It might be a biscuit. Next to the man, there is a young teenager. He’s wearing white trousers, a grey sweater and a grey jacket. He’s talking to someone, probably the tall man who must be his father. But he might be talking to the little boy who must be his little brother. He’s holding a woman’s hand. She must be his mother. She is short and plump. She’s got straight, brown hair. She’s wearing a green sari. She must be the man’s wife. Behind the family, I can see a lot of people. They are all walking down the street. In the background, I can see buildings with a lot of shop signs. The first building looks like a restaurant. It might be a curry place. Grammaire Pour parler d’actions en cours de déroulement (qui sont en train de se produire au moment où je parle ou pour décrire un document que je regarde) j’utilise le présent en BE+ING I’m wearing a cap You’re wearing a cap He’s/she’s wearing a cap We’re wearing a cap You’re wearing a cap They’re wearing a cap



Now, we’re having an English lesson. This morning, it is not raining.



Mr Patel loves his neighbourhood



Mr Patel : Kyle, are you unpacked? Kyle : Yes, Mr Patel, I’m coming. Mr Patel : I thought we could just walk down the street a bit so you can see what it’s like around here. Kyle : That’s a great idea! Let’s go! I’m all set Wahoo! This place looks so lively! Are we near Brick Lane? Mr Patel : We’re in it. In fact, Brick Lane is a really long street and today, it’s the heart of the Bangladeshi community, but it’s very mixed in fact. We’re from Bombay actually but we’ve chosen to live here because we love this neighbourhood. Kyle : It smells so good ! And I have never seen so many curry places. Mr Patel : For centuries, Brick Lane was the first stop for many Bengali immigrants working in the docks, and because they stopped here, many curry places opened for them. And this is how it all started Mr Patel : Do you like curry? Kyle : I do, but I’m not really into very spicy food. My mother makes one regularly, about once a month, when the family comes around, but I guess it’s not so spicy as what I can smell here. Mr Patel : Well, we have curry regularly too. About once… a day…! No! I’m joking! But I suppose we have curry,… mmm… let me see… oh ! I’d say about four times a week. We’ll take you to the restaurant where my cousin Kalim works. He’s an excellent cook. In fact, let’s go tonight!
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Quiz - Cahier de textes 

Generous. Quiz : are you good at geography ? What is the most visited (paid) place in the world ? â–¡ The Eiffel tower. â–¡ Niagara falls. â–¡ Taj Mahal in India.
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Untitled - Cahier de textes 

Logan were hird-watching in. Nottingham Forest when they heard a terrible scream. They ran towards... D. Mother-of-three Ms Vanessa Frazer wis washing her ...
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london sightseeing - Cahier de textes 

It consists of Norman and medieval buildings surrounded by fortified walls. The oldest and highest of these buildings is the White Tower, built by William the ...
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no questions WH questions - Cahier de textes 

I am Stella. I'm married to Steve. I work in a clothes shop, he works in a garage. Every morning, I start my day with a big breakfast: corn flakes, ham, eggs, cheese ...
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BRICK UP 

Up 12. Gray 54. Brick 307. Log S, L. Brick 67. Brick 133. Log M. Brick 23. Brick 221. Up 20 L ..... Meuble de rangement en noyer, deux portes revêtues en tissu ...
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cahier de textes petit pdf-cdtp7-10 - Sambookmaisie Online 

This particular Cahier De Textes Petit PDF start with Introduction, Brief Session till the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, ...
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quo vadis 1 cahier de textes 15x21cm modele one pdf 

Legal quo vadis 1 cahier de textes 15x21cm modele one eBook for free and you can read online at Online Ebook Library. Get quo vadis. 1 cahier de textes ...
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Who really was Agatha Christie - Cahier de textes 

11. Who sold more books than her? (add the sign < or >). Agatha Christie Shakespeare. Agatha Christie's books the Bible. Agatha Christie any other author. 12.
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Brick Name Picture Part Lego Color Code Bricklink Quantity BRICK 

Part Lego Color. Code Bricklink. Quantity. BRICK 1X12. 6112 23 - Blue. Item No: 6112. 2. BRICK 4X12. 60033 23 - Blue. Item No: 4202. 1. ROUND BRICK 1X1 ...
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Untitled - Lego Brick Instructions 

8 ooo0000ododo. 59000 9ooo. 83 olololo 0000001. coBoconocoon oooooooo oboto dopo. LO000 0 0 0. D000000000. B oooooooo o 50 pogodoo. 0000010o ...
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Untitled - Lego Brick Instructions 

Die Teilnahme am Gewinnspiel fÃ¼hrt zu keinerlei Kaufverpflichtungen. Sie konnen in allen nicht ausgeschlossenen. Landern teilnehmen. Die offiziellen Regeln ...
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Penny Lane 

Wet beneath the. Bm blue. Suburban skies. C. I sit and. E7 meanwhile back. In Penny Lane there is a fireman. With an hourglass. And in his pocket. Is a portrait ...
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PARK LANE TWIN 

PARK LANE TWIN. PAGE. 01 / 02. ISSUE 1 / 27.08.19. CODE: 1080026 (7294). FINISH: POLISHED CHROME. CODE: 1080050 (8252). FINISH: BRONZE.
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Park Lane Grande - D3R 

19 juil. 2013 - CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. CE PRODUIT DOIT ÃŠTRE INSTALLÃ‰ ...
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park lane grande - D3R 

Issue: 1 16.03.2016. PARK LANE GRANDE. 7775 / SKU 1080038. P.01 /03. LIRE ATTENTIVEMENT LES INSTRUCTIONS AVANT DE COMMENCER LE ...
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discovering the nanoscale pdf 

with discovering the nanoscale PDF, include : Dinosaur Detectives, Disaster Resilience An. Integrated Approach, Discours Sur Lutilit Des Lettres Et Des Sciences Par Rapport Au Bien De Letat. Prononc Aux Promoti, Disneys Tarzan, Dodge 2500 Service Man
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discovering eco-humanism 

It is in this sense that Eco-humanists search and express with dignity the best pos- .... LEAI 2012 ISBN 2-9516456-1-9 ... to others or to yourself. ... www.gaiamater.org/download/Deh&pe_eBook.pdf (book "The great human project", eBook ...
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VPN Firewall Brick 80 - SNAISO 

5.Virtualization. Maximum number of virtual firewalls â€“ 80. Number of VLANs supported â€“ 4,094 ... Bootp, http, irc, netstat, pop3, snmp, tftp, pptp, dns, https,.
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VPN Firewall Brick 80 - SNAISO 

security (command blocking, URL filtering, virus ... URL blocking â€“ with 8e6 Technologies' X-Stopâ„¢ Xserver ... This document is provided for planning purposes ...
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publications de william lane craig - Foi raisonnable 

Selection reprinted in Exploring the Philosophy of Religion, 6th ed., ed. D. Stewart. Upper Saddle River ... Review: The Cosmological Argument, by William L. Rowe. ... Free University Curriculum. ... The Historical Argument for the Resurrection of Je
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DISCOVERING INTERIOR PRAYER 

Those who practice Interior Prayer can no longer live without it. It has become ... when we speak to God in the same way as we would speak ..... I am here for you, so as to make you happy... I ..... does not matter, we should still continue to pray.
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Discovering Lago Maggiore - Ascona-Locarno 

qui ont Ã©tÃ© fondÃ©s en 1931 par le capitaine Ã©cossais Neil McEacharn, abritent une grande variÃ©tÃ© de plantes du monde entier, dont quelques exemplaires trÃ¨s ...
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TEXTES 

cement de la sécurité sociale pour 201 1 modiﬁe le régime social men- tionné au ..... Dans ce régime transitoire, l'assiette exclue de (:56 et de CRUS ne.
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Bayview Lane Plaza V2 

REVISED. DEC 2017. LE SEUL BUT DU PLAN DE SITUATION EST DE PRÃ‰SENTER L'EMPLACEMENT APPROXIMATIF DES IMMEUBLES ACTUELLEMENT PRÃ‰VUS PAR LE PROPRIÃ‰TAIRE/LOCATEUR. LES DIMENSIONS ET L'APPARENCE DES IMMEUBLES, LES DIMENSIONS DU SITE, LES ACCÃˆS ET LES 
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